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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group, j G j = n. Let 9’ be the Galois group of Qll : Q. 
Let 6 he a fixed primitive fz-th root of 1. Let z,!J, ..., $r bc the irreducible 
characters of G (over C), and let k; ,..., K,. bc the conjugacp classes of G. 
Choose mj E iii . 
For oi E 9 and x E G, define #1a by &“(x) = (&(x))~. It is clear that 4;” 
is an irreducible character of G (see Huppert [5, p. 533]), and that e permutes 
the irreducible characters of G. Thus, we obtain a permutation representation 
P, of Y as a group of permutations of {& ,..., z/J~}. 
On the other hand, for each conjugacy class Ki there is a unique conjugacy 
classPwhich we denote by KiXPsuch that, if x E Kia, then $J~(x) L ($J,(x~))-~, 
for all .i. (For, if W1 = 8, for some integer t, then Ki = cl(x*) (SW Huppert 
[5, IT Satx 13.1(c)]). The map K, - Kja is clearly a permutation representa- 
tion Pz of 97 on [K1 ,..., K,.). 
It has long been an open question whether the two representations P1 
and P, are permutation isomorphic. Recently, E. C. Dade [2] has provided 
counter-examples to the general problem. However, wc shall prove the 
following 
THEOREM. Jf the Syiow subgroups of G are Abelian, then the permutation 
representations P, and P, ?f CY aye $ermutation isomorphic. 
Indeed, WC‘ shall prove an even stronger theorem about the nature of the 
permutation isomorphism. 
Hemark. The fact that we look at 9 = GAL(Q),, : 0) is merely a con- 
venicnce. For if Qn :z F, we could observe the actions of Y,, = GA4L(F : Q) 
on the irreducihlc characters and the conjugacy classes of G. Certainly, the 
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group of automorphisms of F which fix Q,, pointwise ~9 lies in the kernel 
of the permutation representations, and YO/Z z% Y. 
2. NOTATION 
Our notation is, more or less, standard. The following items may bc 
unusual: Q,( := Q(S), S a primitive n-th root of I. 
Let G be a finite group; Kr ,..., he, its conjugac; classes, and $r ,..., lb,. 
its irreducible characters. Let x1 E K:, ‘I’hcn: 
Q(&), the field of K; -my: Q({$,(Ki) i j = I ,..., r)), 
Q(#,), the field of $I, Q($(K,) 1 i :z I,..., r]). 
krr $, -.: the kernel of li,j . 
If .v c I/ G, then cl,(x) denotes the conjugacv class of ,x, in II. rg is the 
Calois group of an appropriate splitting field of G over the rationals. 
-4 - R or --I y(; B: <-I is conjugate to h’ (in G), where A and R are subsets 
or elements of G. 
Let 4 he a character, and let I< hc a c~~njugacy class of 11 .- G, and let 2 
be an operator- on 6. Then (b” is the character of Hn defined by +b(lzQ) = +(A) 
for all lz t 11. k’ is the conjugacv class {hty I /r E I<; of H". L2(q) PSL(2, 9). 
.I( 1 I) ---: the Janko group, dcscribcd in Janko [6]. 
Kenlarks. I. C:nless indicated othcrvviise, all groups considered will he 
finite. 
2. Let G be a group with permutation rcprcscntations P, on the set -1; 
and P, on the set -\s We say I’, and P, arc permutation isomorphic if there 
is a one-to-one map ,O from -l-, to .Yi , such that P,., QP, . 
3. PREI.IRIISARIES 
I,et 3’ IW a group whose elements act as permutations of the irreducible 
characters and of the conjugacy classes of the group G. Let P,(rcsp., P,,) 
denote the permutation representation of X on the irreducible characters 
(rcsp., conjugacy classes) of G. 
DEFINITION 3.1. -4 one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible 
characters of G and the conjugacy classes of G which displays a permutation 
isomorphism between P, and Pp is called an Y-correspondence. =Z ?Y- 
correspondence is called a Galois correspondence. 
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The following results on permutation groups are well-known. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be a group which acts on the sets ATI and X:! in 
such a manner that for every subgroup H of G the number of elements of /U, 
jixed by II is equal to the number of elements qf X!$xed by H. Then the actions 
of G on AY1 and AYg aye pevmutation isomorphic. 
COROLLARY 3.3. ,4 permutation representation of a cyclicgroup is determined 
(up to permutation isomorphism) by the permutation character. 
For each field F, with Q <’ F .,< 47x , letfi(F) = the number of irreducible 
characters I/J of G with Q(4) ~~~~ F; f,(F) = th e number of conjugacy classes K 
of G with Q(K) = F. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. G has a Galois correspondence if and only q, for each 
-field F with Q 2:; F < Q,, ,f,(F) 1 f2(F). 
Proof. Assume, first, that G has a Galois correspondence: 4, t) Ki . LVe 
note that, for 01 E 9, #JKy-.‘) = #lCa(Kj) = ($k(Kj))a. Hence N fixes Q(Ki) 
pointwise iff 01 fixes Ki iff (by hypothesis) 01 fixes I,& iff (Y fixes Q($J pointwise. 
But each subfield F is uniquely determined by the subgroup of 9 which 
fixes F pointwise. Hence f,(F) = f2(F). 
On the other hand, assume f,(F) :m f,(F) for each subfield F. Let 2 :g I!? 
and let Q(Z) be the subfield of Q, fixed by 2 pointwise. Now &? fixes I/J~ 
(resp., Kj) iff Q(&) < Q(X) (resp., Q(Kj) ss Q(X)). Since fi(Q(S’)s) = 
fiJQ(Z)), the number of irreducible characters fixed by Z’ is equal to the 
number of conjugacy classes fixed by Z’. We now apply Proposition 3.1 and 
find that G has a Galois correspondence. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let G, and G, har;e Z-correspondences. Then, under the 
natural actions of 2 on the irreducible characters and the conjugacy classes of 
G, s G, , G, x G, has an p-correspondence. 
Proof. Clear. (Particularly because of the remark at the end of the intro- 
duction, this proposition holds for Galois correspondences.) 
It follows immediately from the definition of the action of the Galois group 
and Corollary 3.3 that a p-group, for p odd, has a Galois correspondence 
(9 is, in this case, cyclic). Bv Proposition 3.5 we may extend this result 
to nilpotent groups of odd order. 
Dade [2] has recently constructed a 2-group, and a family of groups 
(many of odd order) which do not have a Galois correspondence. 
EXAMPLE 3.6 (Dade). Let G be a group with generators a, b, and d, 
and relations: a2 = bS = dZ = 1, ad = a, ah = a, b” = ab-1. / G 1 =. 32. 
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It may be verified that G has six rational irreducible characters and eight 
rational conjugacy classes. 
IkARIPLE 3.7 (Dade). Let p and q be primes with y I_ 1 (mod p). Let f 
be an integer satisfying t fl ~~ 1 (mod q). Let G be a group with generators 
a, h, c, and n, and relations a” ~1 hil” c” : (fi, 1 , fyi = Qb, & .:: ct, 
[a, d] [a, b] [a, c] [II, c] I. ‘I’hen : G ~~ paqS and it may bc 
verified that G has no Galois correspondence. 
Example 3.7 led us to consider groups with Abelian Sylow subgroups. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
Let G,, be a group of operators on the group G (e.g., G ~2 G,). The 
elements of G,, permute the conjugacy classes and the irreducible characters 
of G. %‘c shall study the existence of G,, x Y-correspondences for G. 
DEFIXITIOIS 4.1. Let G 4 G,, . If, for every prime p with p i / G i, 
a Sylowp-subgroup of G,, is Abelian, we say that (G, , G) is an d-pair. 
Remark. If (G,, , G) is an A-pair, G is an A-group, a group all of whose 
Sylow subgroups are Abelian. 
1Ve now state our main theorem: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (G,, , G) be an z4-pair. Then G has a G,, * 9-corre- 
spondence. 
The method of proof is the following: We first demonstrate the result for G, 
an Abelian p-group, and for G homogeneous semisimple. WC then proceed 
inductively and use a result in [I] to reduce the proof to one of these special 
cases. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let (G, , G) be an A-pair. iZssume G is a simple nvn- 
Abelian group. Then G has a GO x /q correspondence. 
Proof. Clearly, it will suffice to show that G has an am(G) x 9 corre- 
spondence. By Walter [8] we may assume G is J( 11) or L,(q) for q .-: 0, 3 or 5 
(mod S), q > 3. 
1. G = J(ll) 
In this case, aut(G) consists only of inner automorphisms [6], which 
permute the irreducible characters and the conjugacy classes trivially. Thus, 
it will suffice to show that G has a Galois correspondence. We now turn to 
the notation in [6], and to the character table of J(11) which appears there. 
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II’c find that six irreducible characters (#r , & , #a , 4, , 4s , and &) and 
six conjugacy classes (those with elements of orders I, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 11) 
have field Q. 
Six irreducible characters (I,!J~ , 4s , & , $s , $rl , and #rz) and six conjugacy 
classes (two classes of elements of order 5, two classes of elements of order 10, 
and two classes of elements of order 15) have field Q( d5). 
Three irreducible characters ($ra , #rr, and &) and three conjugacy 
classes (three classes of elements of order 19) have field F, where ; Qr!, : F j 1: 6. 
Hence, by Proposition 3.4, G has a Galois correspondence. 
II. G -L,(q) 
Here we rely on the results and character tables appearing in Jordan [7]. 
Since inner automorphisms permute the irreducible characters and the 
conjugacy classes trivially, and since the 2-automorphisms of G induced by G, 
are inner [l, Lemma 3.31, we need only show that G has an A x 9 corre- 
spondence, where A is the group of automorphisms of G induced by the 
field automorphisms of GF(q). 
Kow let cx be the generator of the group of field automorphisms of G];(q), 
where oi : x - x”(q = p”‘). Then the automorphism 0, induced on G by N, 
has the property g” N gr’ for p’-elements g E G, and R” y g for p-elements 
g E G. Since every element of G is either a p-element or a p/-element, we see 
that 0 induces the same permutation on the classes of G as some element 
U! E !q. Thus 0w-l fixes all the classes and, hence, all of the irreducible 
characters of G. Thus 0 and w induce the same permutations on the characters 
of G. Hence, it suffices to show that G has a Y’-correspondence. 
The result now follows immediately by applying Proposition 3.4 to the 
character tables appearing in [7]. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (GO, G) be an A-pair, and assume G is semisimple. 
TJren, G Jlas a GO j< Y correspondence. 
I’voof. By Proposition 3.5, we may assume that Go acts transitively on 
the simple constituents of G. 
Let G mm= G, x t.. x G,, , each G, simple. By Proposition 4.3, G, has 
a IL’(G,) x CC? correspondence. Let the irreducible characters of Gj, be 
$1 ,“.> $4 7 and let the conjugacy classes of G, be Kr ,..., K, , and assume 
sl,, f b K, is a N(G,) x 9 correspondence. 
Let {tl )...) t,> be a set of right coset representatives of K(G,) in G,, , with 
(GJ, : G, . 
The irreducible characters of Gi (1 % i k; s) are (I/+~,..., (&,)tj, the 
conjugacy classes of Gi are (K#i,.,., (K,)t~, and ($j)fa w (Ki)“i is a N(G,) x Y 
correspondence for Gi . 
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\Ye claim that the direct product of these :V(Gj) /< Y correspondences is 
x Y correspondence for G (i.e.. we let the irreducible charactcl 
fgl correspond to the conjugac)- class (k’. )‘I \+ ..’ :,’ (K, )‘ri). 
3.5, we have a :Q correspondence. $I vve need only &ovv 
that the correspondence respects the action of G,, . 
Let ,q E G,, . Let II, (Gj,)‘l ... (qli,,~)‘~~ f + K : (Kjl)‘l \, ... ,K (K,8,)‘jl. Let 
~ROIWSITION 4.5. Let q he n prime. Let G be an -4belian q-fvoup. I,ef 
R ‘. aut(G) with (I I 1 R 1. Then G has nn K x V correspondence. 
Proqf. Let ,9 R /< Y. Since G is Abelian, the elements of ~9 act as 
automorphisms of G. Thus .% is a group of operators on G. Let R,, ,: .g. 
By Proposition 3.2 it suffices to show that the number of irreducible characters 
of G fixed by R,, is equal to the number of conjugacy classes (elements) of 
G fixed bv R,, 
Let R; z R, x R, , where R, is a Hall $-subgroup of R,, , and R, is 
a Sylow q-subgroup of R, . Clearly, R, .; Y. 
By Huppert [5, III Sate 13.4(b)], G G, x G, , where G, : C’,(R,) 
and G, = [G, R,]. 
Every character $J of G can be written as a product &/Q , where Gr ;: ker +I 
and G, ‘; ker & (i.c., I,!J+ can be identified with a character of G; , i =: 1, 2). 
Clearly, if v’, is a character with G, .:< ker #, then R, fixes $. We claim 
that R, fixes precisely those characters C,LJ with G, :< ker #. To establish this, 
it will suffice to show that if # is an irreducible character of G which is fixed 
by R, , and if G, - ker $J, then 4 is the trivial character. 
Let 4 be such a character. Since R, fixes I/J, for all N E G and Y E R, , 
@(.Y) ~~~ G(X). Since # is linear, we must have [R, , G] -2 G, . . ker IJ. 
Hence G, x G, =~ G “., ker I/J. 
Thus, the set of irreducible characters of G fixed by R, is the set of all 
irreducible characters whose kernel contains G2 , i.e., the dual group G,*, 
of G, (considered as a subgroup of the dual group G* of G). 
An element (or irreducible character) of G will be fixed by R, iff it is 
fixed by both R, and R, . Hence, the set of elements of G fixed by R, is 
CG1(R,), and the set of irreducible characters of G fixed by R, is C,;(R,). 
However, G, = G,“. And, for Abelian groups, the property of an element 
being fixed by a subgroup of 9 depends only upon the order of that element. 
Thus, since K, 5, Y, / C,,(R,)( == j C,.(R,)~, as desired. 
COROLLARY 4.6. I,et (G,, , G) b e an A-pair. Assume G is &4belian. Then G 
has a G,, Y 9 correspondence. 
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I’rmf. By Proposition 3.5 it will suffice to assume that G is a q-group for 
some prime q. In this case, however, G,, acts on G as a coprime group of 
automorphisms. The result now follows from Proposition 4.5. 
5. CHARACTER THEORY 
The results of this section show us how, under appropriate conditions, 
we may “build” the irreducible characters of a group G from those of a normal 
subgroup. First we state a theorem due to Gallagher [3]. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let 4 be an irreducible character of the normal subgroup N 
of a group G. Let T - :- T(4) be the subgroup of G which fixes 4. Suppose that 4 
can be extended to a character $* of T. Then, as < ranges over the irreducible 
characters of T/iv, (c$*<)” ranges over distinct irreducible characters of G, and 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Z4ssume that c’very 
irreducible character (b of K can be extended to a character 4” of T(4), the 
subgroup of Gjxing 4. Then the characters ($*l)” (where we allow C$ to range 
over the irreducible clzaracters of N, and { to range over the irreducible characters 
of T(+)/N, for each $) described in Proposition 5.1 will range over all the 
irreducible characters of G. Furthermore, if (+*<)o = (al*<,)“, then, for some 
x t G, 4,” = & 
Proof. Let 4 be an irreducible character of G. Let (b be an irreducible 
constituent of $ 1 N. By Frobenius reciprocity [5, 1’ Sate 15.61, I/J is a 
constituent of f$ c. Hence, by the formula in Proposition 5.1, we must have 
$ (f$*<)G, for some 5. 
If 4 m= ($*i)” = ($l*<l)G, then c,A ; N has 4 and +r as constituents. Hence, 
by Clifford’s theorem [5, V Hauptsatz 17.31 there is an x E G with (6” =: +r . 
\T:e now need the following structure theorem for A-pairs. The proof of 
this result is found in [I]. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (G,, , G) be an A-p air, with G non-Abelian. Then there 
exists a nontrivial subgroup N of G, normal in G,, , satisfying 
(i) ;V is either a (A belian) p-group for some prime p, or N is a homoge.neous 
semisimple group. 
(ii) A’ is complemented in Go . 
Furthermore, we tnay choose a complement K of X such that for any 
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prime p, with p 1 / JV ~, cvcry p-element of K centralizes N. And if A\T is 
semisimple, C(N) I K. 
LERlhIA 5.4. kt (G,, , G) be an ,d-pair, with G noll-A4helian. I,et i\v be 
the nvsmal subgroup of G,, and let U be the complement of ,Y desuibed in 
Theorem 5.3. If (b is an irreducible chararter of -V, and [f 7’ is tlte subyoup of 
Gfisinx 4, then one qf the follozcinccy conditions determines n unique e.rtension of $ 
to a chavartev a* ?f T: 
(i) Jf :\’ is Abelian, T n K : kcr 4”. 
(ii) !f :h’ is semisimple, C(h) _ ker +*, and dct 4* 1 ou hM n II’. 
ProoJ. If ,Y is Abelian, N/(ker 4) is cyclic; say :\-;;(ker 4) is generated by 
.v(ker +) for some s E N. Since 7’ fixes 4, [s, T n K] < ker a. Hence 
(T n K) ker 4 -3 T. Since (x, (T n K)(ker $),, T, there is a unique 
character +* of T determined by (T n K)(ker +) = ker +“, and d*(,v) a(.~). 
Assume now that A’ is semisimple. Then C = C,(N) 5 T, and C n ,\; :~- 1. 
Thus, 4 can be considered a character of NC/C, and T/C fixes 4. But T/C 
(NCjC)((T n K)/C), and, by Theorem 5.3, (1 YVC/C I, ~(T n K). C ) 1. 
Hence, by Glauberman [4, Theorem 21, there is a unique extension +* of & 
to T/C’, with det 4” == I on (Tn K)iC. Our result follows immediately. 
6. THE MAIK THEOREM 
bye are now ready to prove the main theorem, which WC restate here for 
convenience. 
THEOREM. Let (G,, , G) be an A-pair. Then G has a G, x Y correspondence. 
Proof. \Ve proceed by induction on 1 G /. By Corollary 4.6 we may 
assume G is not Abelian. Hence, Theorem 5.3 applies and we obtain a sub- 
group i\: of G, normal in G,, , and a complement A4 of N in G, satisfying the 
condition that any p-element of M, where p 1 I N ‘, centralizes S. Let 
K = 111 n G. Then K is a complement of S in G. 
By Proposition 4.4 or Corollary 4.6, ,V has a G,, 1: Y correspondence, 
which we denote by tfN (e.g., 41,i tkV Ki , where & is an irreducible character 
of N, and Ki is a conjugacy class of N). 
By our inductive hypothesis, each subgroup L of K has a :Y,,,(1,) b Y 
correspondence. 
Let us choose one representative from each M-conjugacy class of subgroups 
of K. IfL is such a representative, we take a N,,(L) x 9 correspondence forL, 
denoted by “L , and, by conjugation, transfer the correspondence to all of 
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the ;lf-conjugates of I,. Thus, if #; <+L K, , then, for all .x E AI, #,” <+F~,,. .K;“. 
Clearly, the process is unambiguous (once we have chosen L and tqL) and 
<+--sLJ. is a _\;,,,(I,“) x Y correspondence for L”. 
\Ve have, thus, constructed 9-correspondences for all the subgroups of K; 
and these correspondences are compatible with the action of *11( by con- 
jugation). 
\Vc are now read!- to construct a G,, ‘C % correspondence for G. By 
Proposition 5.1, Corollary 5.2, and Lemma 5.4, ev:ery irreducible character 
of G can be espresscd in the form (&*[)“, where +* is (in terms of Lemma 5.4) 
the unique extension of an irreducible character 4 of ;V to the subgroup 
r 1 1 7.((b) of G, fixing 4; and 6 is an irreducible character of T,‘iV (thus, < 
may bc considered as a character of T n K). 
Let 
+ tf&, cl(n) for some n E N 
i'+TnK cl(t) for some t E T n K. 
Sinceq!? = + and since++,. is a G, correspondence, (cl(n))’ m: cl(nf) = c11:n)). 
Since the action of I< on 11: is co-prime, t must centralize some element of 
cl(n) (see Glauberman [4, Lemma 3(b)]). Thus, we may assume that t 
centralizes n. 
\i:e now set 
(+*g” f-F cl(M). 
\\‘e claim that the correspondence thus set up is a G, j< Y correspondence 
for G. The next four lemmas will establish this fact, thus completing the 
proof. 
LEMMA 6.1. cl,(nt) is independent of the choices lnade fey n and t. 
Proof. Let n, and t, be alternate choices. Then t, -Trip t, n, bx n, and 
[tl , nJ 1. \t’e wish to show n,t, - nt. 
Let t 3’ :: t for some s E T n K. Then, by definition of T, 4 =-: @, and 
since < ib,V is a G, correspondence, 4 = c” ++s~ cl(n12). Thus n wN nls. 
But [tr3’, nix] ::= [t, n15] = [t, ti] = 1; i.e., n and nls centralize t. Thus, by 
Clauberman [4, Lemma 3(c)], rile is conjugate to n by an element y f: N, 
centralizing t. 
Thus n,t, v n,“t,” == fllzt - nTYt’l : ?zt. 
LEhInI.4 6.2. cl,(nt) is independent of the choices made .for d, and 5. 
Proof. Let 4, and l1 be alternate choices. Then (+*<)G = (+l*l!JG, 
4 +- f4 cl(n), i +jTnK c1(t), Ln, t] = l, cl ++N cl(nl)t tl '-'T,nK cl(h), [tly %] .--- 1 
(we have set T = T(+), Tl = T(y5,)). We wish to show nt N n,t, . 
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By Corollary 5.2, there is x E K with C#Y a1 . r\;ow (+*<)c _ ((+*<)J)” ~: 
((+*)“p)“. But, by the uniqueness of (I)“‘)*, we must have (4*)x .= (4~)’ -= $i*. 
Furthermore, by Proposition 5.1, 5” [, Hence, 
and 
[n”, f”] = I. 
Thus, by Lemma 6.1, cl(n”t”) = cl(n,f,). Hence nt - niti . 
LEMMA 6.3. The correspondence t) is one-to-one. 
Proof. IVe have the following situation: + < )V cl(n), < < -pTnK cl(t), 
[n, t] = 1 and& t+-tM cl(n,), [r +~>7,nK cl(tr), [ni , tr] -; 1, and cl(nt) = cl(n,t,). 
1fTl’e wish to show that ($*<)” = (+i*<,)“. 
Let (nt)“” -~ nit, , where .z E K and y E JV. If WC replace d, by @‘, n by n,‘, 
i by [“, and t by t?, and if we note that ((4”)” tz), : ($“?J” (as in Lemma 6.2), 
we find that we may assume, without loss of generality, that WC have the 
situation described above with (nt)” = nit, , where y t I\‘. 
But (nt)” :- n”[y, t l]t, and, since [yl, t- ‘1 E F, we must have t ~~ I, 
Thus, (nt)” :=. n,t. However, since the action of K on N is co-prime, we may 
apply Glauberman [4, Lemma 2(b)], and we find that n is conjugate to n, by 
an element of-W centralizing t. Thus, WC may assume [y, 11 -- 1 and n” 71, 
But C$ <m pN cl(n) = cl(n<‘) == cl(n,), and d,r M,\, cl(n,). Thus d, = $i and, 
since t = t, , < z-m i, . 
LEMMA 6.4. t, is a G, x Y correspondence. 
Proof. \Ve have shown that t+ is a one-to-one map. 1Ve must now show 
that <--’ respects the action of G,, >; 9. Since 1%’ -.: G, iii acts trivially on the 
irreducible characters and on the conjugacy classes of G. It will suffice, 
therefore, to show that t> is an AZ >( 9 correspondence. 
Let 01 E M x 9, $ < >N cl(n), 5 ++,K cl(t)(T = T(4)), [n, t] =: 1. Then 
(4*[)G f+t cl(nt). We desire to show ((I$*<)“)~ t ) (cl(nt))%. But ((+*<)“)l = 
((4*5)t)G = ((++9” WC = (b ecause of the uniqueness property in Lemma 5.4) 
c(P)* PJG. 
Now ~$“t)~v cl(nti), and p <+>r,nK cl(tfx), (T, L= T($*)) by construction. 
Hence, by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 ((p)* ,,), H cl(n”t”) == (cl(nt))“. (Note that 
(nt)” = nUtR since [n, t] = 1). 
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